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Summary
In control engineering, unstable systems are fundamentally and quantifiably more
difficult to control than stable ones. This is largely due to the facts that controllers
for unstable systems are operationally critical, and that closed-loop systems with
unstable components are only locally stable. Therefore, unstable process control
has been an active research area in recent years. On the other hand, disturbance
attenuation is always of the primary concern for any control system design, and
even the ultimate objective in process control. As a special but often encountered
case, periodic disturbance needs to be taken care of in many scenarios of control
applications. With the above considerations in mind, this thesis is mainly devoted
to: (i) study of control system design for time-delayed unstable processes, and (ii)
control system design for periodic disturbance rejection.
In the context of unstable process control, a lot of new methods employing var-
ious control strategies, e.g., conventional PID control, IMC-based PID control and
modified Smith predictor control, have been proposed to improve the control effect
and widen the applicability. With the extensive literature, a comparative study is
thus motivated to provide a conspectus of the control schemes for their control ef-
fects in terms of different performance specifications. Additionally, nonlinear PID
control strategy and linear time-variant control components are also investigated
to enhance control performance of the existing methods.
Two control designs for periodic disturbance attenuation are presented in Chap-
ter 3 and Chapter 4, respectively. The modified virtual feedforward control (VFC)
is proposed in Chapter 3 for measurable periodic disturbance rejection. The idea
of using Fourier series expansion facilitates its application in non-minimum phase
vii
Summary viii
processes and simplifies the overall controller structure compared with the original
VFC scheme. It also has been extended to MIMO cases. In Chapter 4, the Smith
predictor control scheme is modified to reject periodic disturbance in both stable
and unstable processes with time delay, while the sound setpoint response of Smith
predictor structure is retained. This scheme, in a feedback way, can deal with un-
measurable periodic disturbance, as long as the frequency of the disturbance can
be detected. The controller setting is given in auto-tuning formulas.
The schemes and results comprised in the thesis are of both practical values and
theoretical contributions. Simulations show that they could be helpful to improve




Unstable systems are fundamentally and quantifiably, more difficult to control
than stable ones. One of the best-known examples is the inverted pendulum. One
can apparently balance an ordinary stable pendulum without any difficulty. One
can also easily balance a long inverted pendulum. However, it would be difficult to
balance a shorter inverted pendulum, and impossible to balance a very short one. If
you have tried this yourself, you will find that the exact length you can handle may
be different, but the trend is the same. To describe this problem mathematically,
it can be formulated into a control system with an unstable pole and time delay
P (s) = s+p
s−p
e−Ts, where the inverted pendulum is the unstable plant and the man to
balance it works as the controller. According to the crossover frequency inequality,
the system is stabilizable if and only if pT < 2. Suppose the unstable pole p is
located at
√
g/L, where g denotes the acceleration of gravity and L the length of
the stick. And T is assumed as the man’s natural lag. Since divergence becomes
more rapid when L decreases, i.e., the stick falls more quickly when its length
becomes shorter, one would not be able to respond quickly enough to stabilize an
arbitrarily short inverted pendulum, no matter how agile he is. Form this example,
we can easily see the limitations on achievable performance imposed by the unstable
nature. Furthermore, on some other occasions, ’unstable’ is considered synonym
1
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with ’dangerous’. The disastrous accident of Chernobyl nuclear power plant is
standing as a stark reminder of respecting the unstable property.
In process control, many real systems exhibit unstable steady-states. Lineariza-
tion of the mathematical model equations of such systems gives a transfer function
of at least one right half plane (RHP) pole. For such kind of processes, closed-loop
control systems are only locally stable, i.e., an unstable system cannot be stabi-
lized globally with bounded control authority. There exists a limited range for
the design value of controller gain, beyond which the closed-loop system will be
unstable. As the time delay increases or the RHP pole varies, this controller gain
range will be narrowed down, and thus the system performance could be further
deteriorated. Hence, some common performance specifications for stable systems
might not be achievable for unstable systems.
Despite these difficulties, research on unstable system control has been increas-
ingly active in recent years. Different controller design approaches, i.e., traditional
PID, IMC-based PID and modified Smith Predictor controllers, for time-delayed
unstable processes have been reported in the literature. As the most popular indus-
trial controller, PID has been studied thoroughly (DePaor and O’Malley (1989),
Venkatashankar and Chindambaram (1994), Shafiei and Shenton (1994), Huang
and Lin (1995), Poulin and Pomerleau (1996)). In last few years, some new tuning
methods were developed. Ho and Xu (1998) derived PID controller settings for
unstable processes based on gain and phase margin specifications. Visioli (2001)
proposed optimal PID parameters auto-tuning formulas regarding IAE, ISTE and
ITSE specifications by genetic algorithm. However, these conventional PID de-
sign methods show excessive overshoots and large settling times. To overcome the
drawback, double-loop configurations were used by Park et al. (1998), Majhi and
Atherton (2000b) and Wang and Cai (2002) for performance improvement. Due
to the effectiveness of internal model control (IMC) in process industry (Morari
and Zafiriou, 1989), many efforts have been made to exploit the IMC principle to
design the equivalent feedback controllers for unstable processes. Satisfactory re-
sults have been obtained for SISO applications (Chien (1988), Wang et al. (2001),
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Rotstein and Lewin (1991)). Lee et al. (2000) derived a set of PID tuning rules for
first-order and second-order unstable processes, using Maclaurin series expansion
to approximate the ideal IMC controller with PID. Yang et al. (2002) developed
another IMC-based single loop design method of PID controller and high-order
controller for complex processes as well. These two methods give very good con-
trol in relatively wide applicable ranges. The Smith predictor (Smith, 1959) has
greatly facilitated the control of stable processes with time delay. However, it will
become internally unstable when applied to unstable processes (Wang et al., 1999).
Therefore, modified Smith structures have been proposed to overcome this obsta-
cle and extend its implementation into unstable processes (DePaor (1985), Majhi
and Atherton (1999), Majhi and Atherton (2000a)). The latest modified Smith
predictor controller (Majhi and Atherton, 2000a) was enhanced with easier tuning
procedures and better performance, especially the setpoint responses.
With these various control schemes available, we are motivated to conduct a
comparative study, which is aimed to give readers a comprehensive understand-
ing of time-delayed unstable processes control. Seven latest control schemes are
evaluated in our investigation. Their control system structures and initial design
ideas are briefly reviewed. With performance specifications obtained from sim-
ulation examples, we are trying to provide readers with a conspectus of these
control schemes for their applicabilities, robustness and control effects. Regard-
ing their performance, analysis is also addressed to exhibit the merits, drawbacks
and improvement potentials of these schemes. Furthermore, in the comparison, it
is observed that all the investigated methods employ linear time invariant (LTI)
controllers. We therefore attempt to modify the linear controller with linear time
variant (LTV) and nonlinear PID components for performance enhancement. Our
study shows that the best achievable performance obtained by LTI controllers can
be further improved by such modifications.
Nowadays, most control designs focused on setpoint response but to some ex-
tent overlooked disturbance rejection performance. In practice, however, it is well
known that load disturbance rejection is the primary concern of any control system
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design (Astrom and Hagglund, 1995), and even the ultimate objective of process
control, where the setpoint value might remain unchanged for years. Actually,
in control engineering, disturbance attenuation is one of most important factors
determining successful and failed applications. If the disturbance is measurable,
feedforward control can be used to reject its effect on the system output effectively.
Otherwise, to compensate for the unmeasurable disturbance, one feasible way is
to only count on the controller in the feedback configuration, where trade-off will
have to be made between setpoint response and disturbance rejection.
As a special case, periodic disturbance is often encountered in power supply
systems and mechanical systems. For such disturbances, the controller designed
for step type reference tracking and/or disturbance rejection will inevitably give
an uncompensated error of a periodic nature (Chew, 1996). One way to eliminate
such kind of disturbance is repetitive control method (Hara et al. (1988); Moon et
al. (1998)). However, there is trade-off between system stability and disturbance
rejection in it. The double controller scheme (Tian and Gao, 1998) is another
way to handle the periodic disturbance rejection problem. But the complexity and
lack of tuning rules prevent its application from being accepted widely. A plug-in
adaptive controller (Hu and Tomizuka (1993), Miyamoto et al. (1999)) can by alter-
natively used. Its shortcoming lies in complexities of analysis and implementation
compared with conventional model based algorithms. Virtual feedforward control
(VFC) (Wang et al., 2002) is a simple yet effective scheme to fully compensate
for measurable periodic disturbance without affecting the stability of the original
control system.
However, as a model based control technique, VFC control needs to approx-
imate the inverse transfer function of the plant. Therefore, when the process is
non-minimum phase, the plant inverse will give a divergent response. Consequently
it causes difficulty in computation of VFC scheme. Therefore, a modified VFC
algorithm is proposed to overcome such a limitation. Employing Fourier series
expansion, the frequency response of plant inverse can be extracted without imple-
menting a full model of plant inverse. Compensation thus can be given according
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to the spectrum of the disturbance signal. The proposed modified VFC can be
realized more conveniently but with the effect as good as the original. Analysis is
also made for its extension from SISO case into MIMO case. The effectiveness is
demonstrated by simulation examples.
The Smith predictor is a well-known dead time compensator for stable pro-
cesses with large time delay. Theoretically, the closed-loop characteristic equation
is delay-free, therefore Smith predictor structure possesses great advantage for con-
troller design compared with the conventional single-input-single-output (SISO)
feedback system. However, the original Smith predictor control scheme is not ap-
plicable to unstable processes. To overcome this limitation, many modifications
have been proposed. Astrom et al. (1994) presented a modified Smith predictor for
integrator plus dead time processes, which can achieve faster setpoint response and
better load disturbance rejection. Matausek and Micic (1996) considered the same
problem and proposed a more convenient tuning rule. Simth predictor control for
unstable processes has only been considered by Majhi and Atherton (1999) and
Majhi and Atherton (2000a), where a Smith predictor control system having three
controllers and an inner stabilizing feedback loop is developed. Although greatly
facilitating control design on setpoint response in both stable and unstable sys-
tems, the Smith predictor control structure is inherently deficient in disturbance
rejection, especially for periodic disturbances.
Therefore, we extend the well-known Smith predictor structure to reject pe-
riodic disturbances in time-delayed processes. In our proposed Smith predictor
control system, a periodic disturbance can be attenuated asymptotically, provided
that plant time delay and the frequency of the disturbance can be detected. Mean-
while, the closed-loop setpoint response and disturbance rejection for non-periodic
disturbance remain the same as the best achievable results of the modified Smith
predictor controllers so far. Unlike internal model principle or virtual feedforward
control for periodic disturbance, the complete disturbance model is not necessary
in the proposed scheme. Since the proposed method requires the plant inverse for
disturbance compensation, special implementation strategy for application in pro-
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cesses with right half plane (RHP) zero is addressed. Moreover, internal stability
of the proposed modified Smith control structure will be analyzed, which indicates
that the proposed method can be used for both stable and unstable processes.
1.2 Contributions
In the present thesis, a comparative study of time-delayed unstable process control
is conducted first. In addition, some new results of nonlinear PID control is consid-
ered for performance improvement over the existing control schemes. On the other
hand, two different methods are proposed for periodic disturbance rejection. One
is of feedforward control for measurable disturbance, while the other is of feedback
control for periodic disturbance with known frequency. Some special problems en-
countered on minimum-phase systems are also addressed. In particular, the thesis
has investigated and contributed to the following areas:
A. Comparative Study on Control of Unstable Processes with Time
Delay
Recently developed methods of designing controllers for unstable processes with
time delay are reviewed. Their respective control effects as well as robustness
are investigated by various performance specifications. Furthermore, performance
enhancement is obtained by modifying the existing control systems with linear
time variant components and nonlinear control strategies. The results are shown
in simulation examples.
B. Modified Virtual Feedforward Control for Periodic Disturbance
Rejection
A modified virtual feedforward control (VFC), is presented for periodic dis-
turbance rejection. The proposed VFC control is able to reject the periodic dis-
turbances efficiently in both minimum phase and non-minimum phase processes.
Moreover, its application has been extended from SISO to MIMO cases. The
robustness of this control scheme is analyzed.
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C. Modified Smith Predictor Design for Periodic Disturbance Rejec-
tion
A simple modified Smith predictor control scheme is proposed for periodic
disturbance rejection in time-delayed processes. The regulation performance is
enhanced significantly regarding periodic disturbances, provided that the period
of the disturbance and the system delay are known. Internal stability is analyzed
explicitly. The effectiveness is demonstrated by simulations
1.3 Organization of the Thesis
Thesis is organized as follows. The comparative study on the control of unstable
processes with time delay is presented in Chapter 2, some new results are supple-
mented to the reviewed existing methods. Chapter 3 focuses on a modified virtual
feedforward control for measurable periodic disturbance rejection, which facilitates
the application on non-minimum phase processes. Extension to MIMO cases is also
discussed. In chapter 4, a modified Smith predictor feedback design is proposed
for periodic disturbance attenuation. This method proves to be effective, provided
that the period of the disturbance is detectable. Finally conclusions and some
suggestion for future work are drawn in Chapter 5.
Chapter 2




It is well-known that unstable dynamic systems is inherently more difficult to con-
trol than stable ones. This is largely due to the unstable nature of the dynamics
and the limitations imposed by right half plane (RHP) poles (Looze and Freuden-
berg, 1991) (Huang and Chen, 1997), for which a lot of design tools are no longer
applicable, i.e., Bode stability criterion and the pole/zero cancellation schemes
cannot be used in presence of unstable poles. Besides, the design value of the
controller gain is also limited into a range, beyond which the closed loop system
cannot be stabilized. Moreover, as the time delay increases, the range of controller
gain will be narrowed down, and thus the system performance could be further
deteriorated. Therefore, some performance specifications, which are very common
for stable processes, would not be achievable for unstable processes.
In this chapter, newly developed control methods for unstable processes with
time delay are reviewed. Seven existing controller design methods: (A) Optimal
PID Tuning Method (Visioli, 2001), (B) PID-P Control (Park et al., 1998), (C)
8
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PI-PD Control (Majhi and Atherton, 2000b), (D) Gain and Phase Margin PID
Tuning Method (Wang and Cai, 2002), (E) IMC-Maclaurin PID Tuning Method
(Lee et al., 2000), (F) IMC-based Approximate PID Tuning Method (Yang et
al., 2002), (G)Modified Smith Predictor Control (Majhi and Atherton, 2000a), are
evaluated regarding their control effects, applicabilities and robustness. Analysis
is addressed to exhibit the merits, drawbacks and complexities of these different
schemes. Their potentials of performance improvement is also examined. The
comparison indicates that the best achievable control performance among those of
the investigated methods has been very good already. Thus it could be a difficult
and complicated task to design another controller to make significant enhancement.
However, it is observed that all the investigated methods use linear time invariant
(LTI) controllers. We therefore try to modify the linear controller with linear time
variant (LTV) and nonlinear components to enhance the system performance. Our
study shows that the best performance obtained by LTI controllers can be further
improved by such modifications.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: previous control schemes are
reviewed in Section 2; their performance are compared by simulations in Section
3; some new results of performance improvement are presented in Section 4; in
Section 5 conclusion is drawn.
2.2 Review of Existing Control Methods
In this section, the seven investigated methods will be briefly reviewed, in order
to give the readers an overall understanding of the different control schemes for
time-delayed unstable processes. Please note that the PID controller discussed in
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2.2.1 Optimal PID Tuning Method




















The optimal controller parameters are obtained by means of genetic algorithms,
which is well-known to provide a global optimum for a problem in a stochastic
framework. The value of K in the process model results in a simple scaling of the
PID proportional gain Kp, and thus the genetic algorithm is not required to com-




to the time constant T , the tuning rules are obtained by analytical interpolation.
Each interpolation function was selected manually and its parameters were deter-
mined again by genetic algorithms to minimize the sum of the absolute values of the
estimation errors. For each tuning formula as shown in Table 2.1 (Visioli, 2001),
there are two controller settings available: one for setpoint response, while the
other for disturbance rejection.
Since the proposed PID feedback configuration (Figure 2.1) is of only one degree
of freedom (DOF), small overshoot and fast settling-time cannot be obtained at
the same time. Therefore, by transforming it into a two DOF structure with a
setpoint filter , the performance can be improved considerably.
2.2.2 PID-P Control Method
Park et al. (1998) proposed an enhanced PID control strategy for unstable process
control. The double-loop configuration is shown in Figure.2.2, where proportional
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Table 2.1. Optimal PID Tuning Formulas in Method A
Setpoint Tracking
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Figure 2.2. Double-loop control scheme
controller is used in the inner loop to stabilize the unstable process. Then the PID
controller on the forward path is tuned for desired performance, by considering the
inner closed-loop system as a stable process.
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With the relay feedback method, the unstable process to be controlled is mod-
elled by a FOPDT unstable process as in (2.1).









1 + (Tωu)2 = Kmax, (2.5)
where ωu is the ultimate frequency.
To have the optimal gain margin, the P controller gain was derived by DePaor










Hence, the closed-loop transfer function of the inner feedback loop is
G(s) = GM(s) =
kme
−Lms
Tms− 1 + kmkcie−θms , (2.7)






τ 21 s+ 2τ1ζ1s+ 1
. (2.8)
Such a model can be obtained by two different approximation methods: (i) model
reduction technique, (ii) Taylor series expansion. According to the authors, a study
of the 2 methods used to obtain the SOPTD design model shows that the model
reduction technique is superior to the Taylor series expansion regarding the system
performance. However, the Taylor series expansion is much easier to carry out.
Since the unstable process has been stabilized by the proportional controller
on the inner loop, the primary PID controller is then focused on performance of
G
′
(s). With the values k1, τ1, θ1, ζ1 in (2.8), the parameters of the PID controller
are then obtained from the tuning rules in Table 2.2, which were proposed by Sung
et al. (1996) in terms of ITAE criterion.
Essentially, this double-loop PID-P control scheme is equal to a 2 DOF config-
uration. The stabilization problem and control problem can be treated separately
in design works. Thus better performance than 1 DOF control can be expected.
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Table 2.2. Tuning rules for the second-order plus time delay model in Method B
Setpoint Response
kkc = −0.04 + {0.333 + 0.949(
θ
τ
)−0.983}ζ, ζ ≤ 0.9
kkc = −0.544 + 0.308((
θ
τ
) + {(1.408 θ
τ
)−0.832}ζ, ζ > 0.9
τi
τ





















kkc = −0.67 + 0.0297(
θ
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kkc = −0.365 + 0.26(
θ
τ














= −0.975 + 0.91(( θ
τ









= −1.9 + 1.576( θ
τ
)−0.53 + {1− exp[− ζ
0.15+0.939(θ/τ)−1.121
]}{1.45 + 0.969( θ
τ
)−1.171}
However, this scheme is only applicable for FOPTD and SOPTD unstable pro-
cesses with one RHP pole. Moreover, the normalized dead-time of the process
should be less than 0.693, which is the limitation imposed by the normal relay
feedback identification. Robustness is not analyzed.
2.2.3 PI-PD Control Method
Majhi and Atherton (2000b) proposed a PI-PD controller design method for FOPTD
unstable processes. The control system structure is similar to the former PID-P
scheme, where the proportional controller in the inner feedback loop will be changed
into a PD controller.
In this paper, the unstable FOPDT process is described by a transfer function
with a normalized dead time, i.e.,









is the normalized dead-time.
A direct relay feedback identification is applied to the plant to obtain the pa-
rameters Lm, Tm and Km of (2.9). For processes with θn < 0.693, the normal
relay feedback can be used. However, if θn is large, i.e., θn > 0.693, the limit
cycle does not exist in the normal relay feedback (The reason why the method B is
only applicable for processes with normalized dead-time less than 0.693). Thus an
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additional inner loop P controller has to be added to the replay feedback to solve
this problem, by which the range of normalized dead time for a existing limit cycle
is extended to θn < 1. Therefore, the proposed method will be effective to control
a FOPDT unstable process with 0 < θn < 1.
In this approach, Gci(s) is implemented as a PD controller
Gci = Kf (
Td
Ti




and Kf is the feedback gain. To approximate the close-loop transfer
function of Gp(s) with the PD controller to a stable FOPDT process using Pade






as in (2.6) with
optimal gain margin.
Since the plant is stabilized by the PD controller on the inner loop, the main
PI controller




can be tuned for satisfactory setpoint response. With integral square time error
(ISTE) optimization criterion used to design the PI controller, the PI-PD auto-
tuning formulas are shown in Table 2.3 (Majhi and Atherton, 2000b). Robustness
of the control method has been examined in presence of perturbations on process
time delay.
2.2.4 Gain and Phase Margin PID Tuning Method
There are many PID tuning methods in terms of gain and phase margin reported
in the literature. Wang and Cai (2002) used gain and phase margin specifications
again for unstable process control. The control system configuration is in the same
structure as that of method B in Figure 2.2, where Gp(s) is the unstable FOPDT
process described in (2.1), Gc(s) is the primary PID controller, and Kci is the
proportional controller on the inner loop.
Such a double-loop configuration can be implemented in an equivalent single-
loop PID feedback system with a prefilter in Figure 2.3, where K
′
p, Ki, Kd and
setpoint weighting b are PID settings.
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Table 2.3. PI-PD Tuning Rules in Method C







































where Apeak, h and κ =
Apeak
kmh
are peak output amplitude, relay amplitude








Figure 2.3. 2DOF PID control system
With the P controller in the inner loop, the internal closed-loop transfer function
Gl(s) is obtained as
Gl(s) =
Ke−Ls
Ts− 1 +KKle−Ls . (2.12)
Approximating the time delay term in the denominator by its Taylor series
expansion
e−Ls ∼= 1− Ls+ 0.5L2s2, (2.13)
(2.12) is written into
Gl(s) ∼= G′p(s) =
Ke−Ls
0.5KKlL2s2 + (T −KKlL)s+KKl − 1 . (2.14)
To stabilize the G
′
p(s), the following condition must be satisfied from the Routh-









Again, to have the optimal gain margin, the stabilizing P controller gain is

































as2 + bs+ c
. (2.18)





where A = Kd/k, B = Kp/k and C = Ki/k. The controller setting is chose such
that the controller zeros to cancel the poles of model G
′
p(s), i.e.,A = a, B = b and







where k is to be determined based on gain and phase margin specifications.
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When designing controllers, the inner loop can be ignored and the proposed PID
controller is tuned directly according to equations (2.22)-(2.25), which is simple and
straightforward. However, its capability is limited to FOPDT unstable processes,
where the normalized dead-time L
T
should be less than 1 as indicated in (2.15).
2.2.5 IMC-Maclaurin PID Tuning Method
Lee et al. (2000) proposed PID tuning settings based on internal model control
(IMC) for both FOPDT and SOPDT unstable processes. In IMC structure as
shown in Figure 2.4, the close-loop transfer functions are:
Hyr =
Gq
1 + q(G− Gˆ) , (2.26)
Hyd =
(1− Gˆq)GD
1 + q(G− Gˆ) . (2.27)
In case of perfect model, i.e., G = Gˆ,
Hyr = Gq, (2.28)
Hyd = (1− Gˆq)GD, (2.29)
(2.30)
where q is the IMC controller.
The closed-loop system is stable if and only if:
• q has zeros to cancel the unstable poles of G,
• (1− Gˆq) has zeros to cancel the unstable poles of GD.
To satisfy the above two conditions, factor the process model G(s) into G(s) =
PA(s)PM(s), where PA(s) is an all-pass portion including RHP zeros and delays of
the process; while PA(s) is the minimum phase portion. The IMC controller is set









to cancel the poles
near the zeros of GD. αi is determined to cancel the m unstable poles.
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Thus, function f is the IMC filter with an adjustable time constant λ, and the
IMC controller is:









Hence, equations (2.26) and (2.27) are reformulated as




















i + 1) in Hyr will cause an overshoot in setpoint changes.





Apparently from (2.28), in nominal case, no feedback signal is generated. So
the output signal will grow without bound for an unstable G. Regarding this
situation, the IMC controller should be implemented in the equivalent classical



















Such a Gc(s) can be approximated to a PID controller with the first three terms











s2 + · · ·). (2.35)
The tuning formulas for first-order and second-order unstable time-delayed pro-
cesses are presented in Table 2.4 (Lee et al., 2000).For a UFOPTD process, Routh
stability criterion indicates the limitation that no stabilizing controller setting can
be found, if normalized dead-time L
T
> 2. Robustness has been fully analyzed in
this work.











































Table 2.4. IMC-based PID Tuning Rules in Method E
Process Kc TI TD Set-point Filter























































tr ts Mp % IAE ISE tR emax%
A-ISE PID:Kp=0.6244, Ti=11.5514, Td= 1.1605 F (s) =
1
7.5s+1
5.32 29.26 17.27 5.7541 1.3545 17.43 31.65
A-ITSE PID:Kp=0.6438, Ti=8.8314, Td=1.0498 F (s) =
1
7.5s+1
3.56 19.16 11.05 4.5763 1.0008 15.56 32.18
A-ISTE PID:Kp=0.6520, Ti=8.2610, Td=0.9671 F (s) =
1
7.5s+1
3.28 14.58 6.92 4.3375 0.9459 16.33 32.81
B (1)PID:Kp=0.0680, Ti=1.8850, Td=4.2960,(2)P:Kin = 0.3500 4.10 50.13 42.47 10.1508 5.4854 46.27 50.54
C (1)PI:Kp=0.1359, Ti=2.0697; (2)PD:Kf = 0.5004, Tf=1.0009 2.68 15.62 10.81 4.4523 3.4418 14.73 35.39
D PID:Kp=0.4302, Ti=0.0271, Td=0.1851 F (s) =
1
0.1782s+1
1.29 35.34 195.13 19.6400 23.7626 31.60 56.45
E PID:Kp=0.6062, Ti=11.7320, Td=0.8397 F (s) =
1
10.8385s+1
7.44 13.48 0 5.7895 1.0943 15.05 35.71
F PID:Kp=0.6407, Ti=10.2348, Td=0.8792 F (s) =
1
9.3917s+1
6.83 12.01 1.30 5.0151 0.9479 14.04 34.15
G (1)PI:Kp=0.25, Ti=2; (2)PD:Kf=0.5, Tf=-1; (3)P:Kd=0.354 4.39 9.83 0 2.005 1.005 23.98 54.35
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2.2.6 IMC-based Approximate PID Tuning Method
Yang et al. (2002) developed another IMC-based method to design feedback con-
trollers for unstable processes in either PID or high-order form. For lower order
time-delayed processes, PID controller will be sufficient. The high-order controllers
are used for processes of order three or more, where PID controller becomes inef-
fective.
In this controller design methodology, model reduction techniques are used to
approximate the ideal IMC equivalent feedback controller (2.34) by a standard PID
controller.
Given the desired closed-loop bandwidth wb, the standard non-negative least





| ≤ ², (2.36)
where the fitting error is set as ² = 5%. Once this criterion is satisfied, the controller
design procedure is completed. Similar to the Lee et al. (2000)’s method, a setpoint













Figure 2.5. Modified Smith predictor control system
2.2.7 Modified Smith Predictor Control Method
The structure of the modified Smith predictor (Majhi and Atherton, 2000a) for
controlling a FOPDT unstable process Gp(s) (2.1) is depicted in Figure 2.5, in
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which the three controllers are designed for different objectives. Gc1 in the inner
loop is to stabilize the integrating and unstable process. The other two controllers,
Gc and Gc2 are used for servo-tracking and disturbance rejection respectively, by
dealing with the inner loop as an open-loop stable process. This structure is
reduced to the standard Smith predictor when Gc1 = Gc2 = 0.
Suppose that the model perfectly matches the process dynamics, i.e., Gm(s)e
−LmS =
Gp(s), where Gm(s) =
Km
Tms−1
. The closed-loop setpoint response and disturbance




















Unlike the conventional PID feedback controllers, the time delay term is elimi-
nated from the denominator of the setpoint response transfer function. Therefore,
the PI controller Gc(s) = Kp(1 +
1
Tis
) can be designed for the delay free system.
The controller Gc1 is designed of PD form as Gc1(s) = Kf (1 + Tfs). The propor-
tional controller Gc2 = Kd is designed on the basis of stabilizing the second part of
the characteristic equation of (2.38). With the method suggested by DePaor and











r (s) and Y
′














(λs+ 1)(λs− 1 +KmKde−Lms) , (2.40)
where λ is the closed-loop design parameter.
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Kaya (2003) proposed another formula to choose the desired closed loop time
constant λ, which is proportional to the settling time, i.e.,
ts = kλ. (2.47)
In coefficient diagram method (CDM) (Hamamci et al., 2001), k is chosen
between 2.5 and 3.0 to perform well for processes with large time constants, an





Once the value of λ is specified with the desired settling time, the controller
parameters are then obtained from equation (2.41)-(2.45). Since in Majhi and
Atherton (2000a)’s work, λ is chosen arbitrarily or equal to estimated dead time,
this improvement will make the tuning rules more systematic.
2.3 Performance Comparison
To have a better understanding of the above methods, we will continue with a
performance comparison in this section. Three UFOPDT processes are selected
as simulation examples from different ranges of normalized dead-time: (1) 0 <
θ
T
< 0.693, (2) 0.693 ≤ θ
T
< 1, (3) 1 ≤ θ
T
< 2. Each method will be examined
for its applicable range of time-delayed unstable processes, control performance
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regarding step response and disturbance rejection and robustness. The following
specifications will be employed to evaluate the system performance:
• (1) rise time tr: the time for the step response to rise from 10% to 90% of its
steady state value.
• (2) settling-time ts: the time it takes before the step response remains within
2% of its steady state value.
• (3) overshoot Mp: the ratio between the difference between the first peak
and the steady state value and the steady state value of the step response.
• (4) recovery time tR: the time it takes to recover within 2% of its steady
state value in presence of disturbance.
• (5) maximum error emax: the maximum error occurs in presence of distur-
bance.
• (6) integral absolute error IAE = ∫∞
0
|e(t)|dt, regarding set point response.
• (7) integral square error ISE = ∫∞
0
[e(t)]2dt, regarding set point response.
2.3.1 Small Normalized Dead-time: 0 < L
T
< 0.693
Consider the following FOPDT unstable process which has been studied extensively
in many previous research papers:
Gp(s) =
4e−2s
4s− 1 , (2.49)
where L = 2, T = 4, K = 4, and the normalized dead-time L/T = 0.5. A unity
step signal is given as the setpoint reference at t = 0 and a step disturbance of
−0.1 magnitude is injected at t = 75.
The system responses of methods A to G are shown in Figure 2.6. To have
a fair comparison, a set-point filter is added in method A to reduce the excessive
overshoots. The performance specifications are listed in Table 2.5.
For setpoint response, it is obvious that method G, the modified Smith predictor
control, gives the best performance: fastest settling, no overshoot and lowest IAE
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Figure 2.6. Simulation results of example 3.1
ISE. This is due to the merit of Smith predictor: the time delay term is eliminated
from the characteristic equation of setpoint transfer function. The closed-loop time
constant can be taken as the design parameter, which is closely related to the set-
tling time. Moreover, there is no pole introduced on the forward transfer function,
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so that no overshoot is caused. However, as disturbance rejection concerned, the
performance is not that satisfactory compared with other methods. Also note that
the control system of method G is also the most complicated, in which there are
three controllers to design.
Methods E and F, both IMC-based PID tuning formulas, give the second best
setpoint responses: short settling time, almost no overshoots and small IAE ISE
as well. The recovery times of methods E and F regarding disturbances are the
smallest. Since IMC controller design is more complicated and elaborate than the
traditional PID design, the PID settings obtained by approximating the ideal IMC
controller are inherently superior with better closed-loop performance. As method
E gives an explicit tuning rule, it is more convenient for practical implementation.
Among the 4 traditional PID control schemes, method C provides the highest
performance, although not as good as the former three. Except for some oscilla-
tory behaviors, it generates low overshoots but a fast rise-time. Method A provides
simple tuning rules according to optimization specification regarding integral er-
rors. Given a properly selected setpoint filter, these simple tuning formulas can
give PID settings with good system responses, especially in their optimized specifi-
cations. Method B does not have very sound performance, but it pioneered in the
double-loop PID controller design. Method D gives the poorest performance, due
to the following two points in design: (i) the choice of the setpoint weighting value
b provided by (2.25), and (ii) the approximation e−Ls ∼= 1 − Ls + 0.5L2s2. Both
computations are only suitable for very small time delays. However, if the process
is of insignificant time delays, method D still remains a convenient controller design
approach.
The robustness performances of methods A to G are also analyzed in the fol-
lowing, by assuming that uncertainties of ±10% mismatch occur on the three pa-
rameters K, T and L of the process model, respectively. The results are presented
in Table 2.6, from which it can be concluded that the IMC-based methods E and
F are the most recommended.
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2.3.2 Medium Normalized Dead-time: 0.693 ≤ L
T
< 1
Now consider this time-delayed unstable process
Gp(s) =
e−1.2s
1.5s− 1 , (2.50)
whose normalized dead-time is L/T = 0.8. Again, a unity step signal is given at
t = 0 and a step disturbance signal of −0.1 is injected at t = 75.
The system responses of methods A, C, D, E, F and G are shown in Figure 2.7.
The performance specifications are listed in Table 2.7. Noted that method B is no
longer included, which is only applicable for 0 < L
T
< 0.693 as stated in (Park et
al., 1998).
Method G gives almost unchanged setpoint response. Because the design pa-
rameter λ, the closed-loop time constant, remains the same as that in example one.
However, its disturbance rejection becomes worse when the normalized dead-time
increases. Recall equation (2.38), the disturbance transfer function of the modified
Smith predictor is not delay-free, which is the reason why method G is good for
setpoint response but deficient in disturbance rejection.
The IMC-based design methods E and F are still every effective to control the
process (2.50) and superior to all the rest methods, as they have no overshoots but
very small settling times and short recovery times.
Methods C and A are also well workable in this scenario, especially on dis-
turbance rejection. And method A is outstanding at IAE and ISE specifications.
However, as the analysis made before, the performance of method D deteriorates
further as the time delay increases.
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Figure 2.7. Simulation results of example 3.2
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Table 2.6. Summary of the Robustness Analysis
Mp% tr ts IAE ISE
Method A (ISE) Nominal 17.27 5.32 29.26 5.7541 1.3545
Method A (ISE) -10% mismatch 20.83 5.06 26.45 6.0388 1.6256
Method A (ISE) +10% mismatch 18.82 3.25 33.56 5.4570 1.2364
Method A (ISTE) Nominal 6.92 3.28 14.58 4.3375 0.9459
Method A (ISTE) -10% mismatch 10.60 4.13 16.72 4.4841 1.0511
Method A (ISTE) +10% mismatch 8.65 2.91 26.81 4.2102 0.9916
Method A (ITSE) Nominal 11.05 3.56 19.16 4.5763 1.0008
Method A (ITSE) -10% mismatch 13.02 4.66 18.48 4.7481 1.1428
Method A (ITSE) +10% mismatch 11.52 2.99 28.28 4.4073 0.9931
Method B Nominal 42.47 4.10 50.13 10.1507 5.4854
Method B -10% mismatch 52.78 4.14 67.50 12.793368 6.3207
Method B +10% mismatch 36.65 4.01 37.82 8.914058 5.2458
Method C Nominal 10.81 2.68 15.62 4.4523 3.8834
Method C -10% mismatch 6.67 2.92 15.02 4.2989 3.2443
Method C +10% mismatch 20.60 2.56 33.74 6.1350 3.8561
Method D Nominal 195.13 1.29 35.34 19.6400 23.7626
Method D -10% mismatch 200.91 1.26 39.99 23.7724 28.7902
Method D +10% mismatch 197.87 1.32 38.35 18.8600 22.6248
Method E Nominal 0 7.44 13.48 5.7895 1.0943
Method E -10% mismatch 3.03 6.42 18.91 5.9310 1.3181
Method E +10% mismatch 0.45 9.74 21.20 5.2343 0.9755
Method F Nominal 1.30 6.83 12.01 5.0151 0.9479
Method F -10% mismatch 3.52 5.79 17.66 5.1831 1.1043
Method F +10%mismatch 3.84 3.92 23.65 4.6861 0.9101
Method G Nominal 0 4.39 9.83 2.005 1.005
Method G -10% mismatch 0 3.58 20.73 2.4345 1.0263



































tr ts Mp % IAE ISE tR emax%
A-ISE PID:Kp=1.6208, Ti=5.4026, Td= 0.7167 F (s) =
1
6.0s+1
1.75 15.32 17.28 3.8244 1.3818 10.45 17.49
A-ITSE PID:Kp=1.6869, Ti=5.0556, Td=0.7167 F (s) =
1
6.0s+1
1.68 14.97 13.52 3.4954 1.1696 10.23 17.82
A-ISTE PID:Kp=1.6688, Ti=5.2680, Td=0.6086 F (s) =
1
6.0s+1
1.68 13.90 19.53 3.6688 1.3032 9.94 18.42
C (1)PI:Kp=0.1625, Ti=0.7144; (2)PD:Kf = 1.5803, Tf=0.6061 1.86 13.51 8.21 3.1049 2.3361 10.76 18.73
D PID:Kp=1.1871, Ti=0.0515, Td=0.3512 F (s) =
1
0.0582s+1
0.60 70.10 506.62 54.92 147.5912 36.56 44.60
E PID:Kp=1.5659, Ti=14.2387, Td=0.5293 F (s) =
1
10.8385s+1
5.93 11.24 0 9.3036 2.6405 10.27 20.86
F PID:Kp=1.5614, Ti=14.1945, Td=0.5325 F (s) =
1
9.3917s+1
5.87 11.04 0 9.3036 2.6405 10.23 20.86
G (1)PI:Kp=1, Ti=2; (2)PD:Kf=2, Tf=0.35; (3)P:Kd=1.118 4.39 9.03 0 2.005 1.005 34.42 53.53
Table 2.8. Performance Specifications for Example 3.3
PID Parameters
Method
Kp Ti Td Other
tr ts Mp % IAE ISE tR emax%
E 1.0795 172.0507 0.7721 F (s) = 1171.2761s+1 17.33 33.58 0 48.8533 35.1628 61.99 135.78
F 1.0640 253.3233 0.7647 F (s) = 1251.0950s+1 22.22 36.89 0 50.6842 38.6507 46.48 148.73
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2.3.3 Large Normalized Dead-time: 1 ≤ L
T
< 2
Finally consider this process
Gp(s) =
e−1.5s
s− 1 , (2.51)
where the normalized dead-time is L/T = 1.5. A unity step signal is given at t = 0
as setpoint and a step disturbance signal of −0.1 comes when t = 75.














Figure 2.8. Simulation results of example 3.3
Now only methods E and F remain applicable to the process of the ratio L
T
≥ 1.
The system responses are shown in 2.8. The performance statistics are listed in
Table 2.8. Note in this example, method E presents more oscillatory behavior than
method F does.
According to the comparison in all the above three examples, with respect to
control effects, applicabilities and robustness, we conclude the following ranking:
(1) methods E and F, (3) method G, (4) method C, (5)method A, (6) method B,
(7) method D.
It has been reported in the literature that properly tuned P/PI controllers
can stabilize a FOPDT unstable process with normalized dead time L
T
≤ 1, while
PD/PID controller cans relax the constraint to L
T
≤ 2, as the derivative portion
contributes phase lead in the control system. Therefore, for those feedback config-
ures with PD/PID controllers, like method C, their applicability could be extended
to 0 ≤ L
T
≤ 2. And so does the Smith predictor structure of method G, if chang-
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ing the controller Gc2 into a PD form, which is to stabilize the second part of
the characteristic equation of (2.38). Revisions are also expected to attenuate the
disturbance response in transfer function (2.38), while retaining the merit for the
setpoint transfer function (2.37).
2.4 Some New Results
As the results shown in last section, the best achievable performance obtained in
the seven reviewed schemes has been very good already. To design another control
methodology to achieve better effect could be a difficult and complicated task.
However, it is noticed that all the methods previously investigated only make use
of LTI PID controllers. We are therefore motivated to explore the possibility of
employing nonlinear and LTV components to improve the control system perfor-
mance. The LTI PID controller settings with best performance in section 2 will
be used as the tuning basis, then the nonlinear PID (NPID) and LTV portions are
added for performance enhancement. By employing two, it is expected to make
best use of the originally established PID tuning formulas as well as the NPID and
LTV schemes.
Linear PID controllers of fixed gain usually are adequate for controlling a well-
modelled dynamic process without large nonlinear characteristics. However, the
requirements for high performance with changes in operating conditions or en-
vironmental parameters are often beyond their capabilities. To overcome these
limitations, NPID controller is introduced, which is in the form of
u(t) = kp(t)e(t) + ki(t)e(t) + kd(t)e˙(t), (2.52)
where one or more of three parameters kp(t),ki(t) and kd(t) are time-varying func-
tions. The NPID controllers have two broad areas of applications: (i) control of
nonlinear systems; (ii) performance improvement of linear systems, which is not
achievable by linear controllers. Studies show that NPID control applied to linear
systems could provide increased damping, small rise-time, improved tracking ac-
curacy and friction compensation as mentioned in (Armstrong and Kusik, 2001)
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and (Armstrong et al., 2002). However, most of NPID research is focused on the
stable systems. In the following, we will try to make performance improvement of
unstable process control by combining some existing NPID control strategies with
the well-tuned linear PID controller.
Armstrong and Kusik (2001) proposed a phase-based NPID controller with a
time-varying proportional gain kp and constant integral gain ki and derivative gain
kd. The variation of the gain kp(t) depends on the system error e and its derivative,




k0, sgn(e) 6= sgn(e˙)
k0 + k1, sgn(e) = sgn(e˙).
(2.53)
Therefore, a low gain, kp(t) = k0 is applied when the system output is moving
towards the set-point, while a high gain, kp(t) = k0 + k1 is applied when the
system output is moving away from the desired value.
Seraji (1998) proposed another NPID scheme by cascading a nonlinear gain
k(t) with a standard linear PID controller. The value of k(t) is of the Hyperbolic
function:
k(t) = k0 + k1{1− 2
exp(k2e(t)) + exp(k2e(t))
}. (2.54)
Thus kmax = k0 + k1 when e(t) = ±∞, and kmin = k0 when e(t) = 0. And the
value of k2 defines the variation rate in the range kmin to kmax with respect to the
magnitude of e(t).
k(t) also can be the Sigmoidal function:
k(t) = k0 + k1{ 2
1 + exp(−k2e(t)) − 1}, (2.55)
in which kmin = k0 − k1 when e(t) = −∞, kmax = k0 + k1 when e(t) = +∞ and
k(t) = k0 when e(t) = 0.
Let us implement the above three NPID control strategies on the control system
in method B by repeating simulation example 3.1 to explore their effectiveness.
The NPID settings are listed in Table 2.9, which are tuned by trial and error.
From Table 2.9 and Figure 2.9, it is demonstrated that the system response can
be improved greatly by NPID controller, especially in the setpoint response.
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Mtd B with Hyperbolic NPID
Mtd B with Phase−Based NPID
Mtd B with Sigmoidal NPID
Figure 2.9. Nonlinear modification of method B
However, the results obtained in modification of method B is still not so good
as the best ones in Table 2.5. Hence, we continue to make some improvement to
achieve a better result than those in Table 2.5. Since method F gives an overall
most satisfactory control effect, we therefore modify its settings with a nonlinear
proportional gain, to find a NPID controller with unchanged linear integral and
derivative gains. The nonlinear P portion is in the form of the modified sigmoidal
function:
k(t) = k0 + k1{ 2
exp(k2e(t)) + exp(−k3e(t)) − 1}, (2.56)
































Table 2.9. Performance Specifications of Nonlinear Modification of Method B
Controller Parameters
Method
Kp Ti Td Kf k0 k1 k2
tr ts Mp % IAE ISE tR emax%
Original 0.0680 1.8850 4.2960 0.350 4.10 50.13 42.47 10.1508 5.4854 46.27 50.54
Hyperbolic 0.0680 1.8850 4.2960 0.350 0.22 0.35 0.65 8.96 29.37 6.76 9.0520 6.4295 33.34 76.86
Phase-based 1.8850 4.2960 0.350 0.10 0.15 2.24 14.62 15.91 4.3226 3.1090 24.42 41.65
Sigmoidal 0.0680 1.8850 4.2960 0.350 0.20 0.60 0.50 10.28 17.09 1.79 9.1050 6.7859 26.17 79.43
Table 2.10. Performance Specifications of Nonlinear Modified Method F
Controller Parameters
Method
Kp Ti Td k0 k1 k2 k3 others
tr ts Mp % IAE ISE tR emax%
Ex 3.1 0.6407 10.2348 0.8792 0.87 1.20 1 0.90 4.97 9.93 1.78 5.0573 1.0711 22.92 80.43
Ex 3.2 1.5614 14.1945 0.5325 0.95 0.25 1 2 4.75 8.47 0.94 9.3107 2.8643 12.18 42.27
Ex 3.3 1.0640 253.3233 0.7647 0.955 0.091 1 1.05 11.78 21.88 1.99 55.1076 45.0862 69.48 160.49
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The simulation examples 3.1-3.1 have been repeated to test the proposed non-
linear control strategy. The system responses are shown in Figure 2.10-2.12. The
performance specifications and controller settings are listed in Table 2.10. From
the comparison of simulation results, we can see that performance improvement
is yielded from the nonlinear modification on the original controller settings of
method F, although not very significant. However, disturbance rejection of NPID
controller is no better than that provided by linear controllers.











Figure 2.10. Modified method F for example 3.1











Figure 2.11. Modified method F for example 3.2
We also noticed that the setpoint response of method G is the best among all
the investigated methods, due to the merit of Smith predictor structure. Therefore,
we try to further accelerate the step response by using a LTV setpoint weighting.
The time varying gain of the setpoint filter is chosen as follows:
F (t) = 1 + (M%− t
T
×M%)sgn(T − t), (2.57)
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Figure 2.12. Modified method F for example 3.3
where M% and T are the design parameters to be specified. The sign function




0, if t < 0,
1, if t ≥ 0.
(2.58)
Once M and T are given, the setpoint weighting will converge from 1+M% to
unity within T time linearly. Referring to the statistic data in Table 2.5 and Table
2.7, we set M = 35% and T = ts
2
' 5. The performance is shown in Figure 2.13
and Figure 2.14. The specifications are: rise time 2.43, Mp 1.90% and settling time
5.40. Apparently, it is the best setpoint response so far. Since the modification
made is only adding the LTV setpoint filter, the disturbance response remains the
same as before.











Figure 2.13. Modified method G for example 3.1
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Figure 2.14. Modified method G for example 3.2
2.5 Conclusions
In this paper, a comparative study was conducted to investigate the seven con-
troller design methods for time-delayed unstable processes. Their design ideas
and control structures were briefly reviewed. Through performance comparison
and robustness analysis, an overall ranking of these methods was given, in which
IMC-based controller design proved to be the best approach.
Furthermore, the potentials of implementing nonlinear and LTV controllers to
improve the control effect of existing methods are studied. The results indicate
that the best achievable performance obtained by the linear PID controllers in




Control for Periodic Disturbance
Rejection
3.1 Introduction
It is well-known that the attenuation of load disturbance is a primary concern
for control system design, and even the ultimate objective for process control.
In practice, the situation that disturbances to be rejected are periodic signals
also can be encountered. For example, the frequency of the power supply(Hara
et al., 1988) could cause periodic disturbances in pulsewidth-modulated (PWM)
inverter used in uninterruptible power supply (UPS) systems, automatic voltage
regulators (AVR’s) and programmable ac sources (PAS’s). Disturbances acting
on the track-following servo system of an optical disk drive inherently contain
significant periodic components that cause tracking errors of a periodic nature. For
such disturbances, the controller designed for step type reference tracking and/or
disturbance rejection will inevitably give an uncompensated error.
In this chapter, a modified virtual feedforward control (VFC) is presented for
asymptotic periodic disturbance attenuation. As the original VFC scheme (Wang
et al., 2002) has to do complicated computation of separating the steady-state and
39
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transient-state responses in system output to give compensating signal, this new
scheme simplifies the VFC algorithm and its practical implementation, by using
Fourier series expansion to approximate the plant inverse. The modified VFC is
able to reject periodic disturbances efficiently in non-minimum phase processes,
and has been extended from SISO application to MIMO cases. The robustness of
the proposed scheme is analyzed. The effectiveness is sustained by simulation.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In section 2, the proposed
method is presented. MIMO VFC extension is discussed in section 3. Simulation
examples are given in section 4. In section 5 conclusions are drawn.
3.2 Proposed Method
Consider a unity feedback configuration with a VFC controller added on top (Fig-
ure 3.1), where G(s) is the plant transfer function, K(s) is the feedback controller,
and d is supposed to be an unknown periodic disturbance. Without the VFC con-
troller, the proposed structure reduces to an ordinary feedback control system and
in face of nonzero periodic d. Thus there exists nonzero steady state error. The
previous VFC control scheme is to give an extra control signal v to compensate for
the disturbance, by activating the VFC controller timely. Without loss of general-
ity, the reference r is assumed to be zero when the disturbance response in output
is addressed.
It follows from Figure 3.1 that Yd = D+GUd. Since the actual process transfer
function G is not available, its model Gˆ has to be used to estimate d(t), i.e.,
dˆ(t) = yd(t)− (gˆ ∗ ud)(t), (3.1)
where the the subscription d indicates the signal’s response under the disturbance.
Suppose that the VFC controller v(t) is activated at t = Tv. With respect to







where the subscription v indicates the signal’s response to both d and v. Let 1(t)











Figure 3.1. Unity feedback system with VFC
be the unit step function. The virtual feedforward control signal is set as
v(t) = [gˆ−1(t− Tv) ∗ dˆ(t− Tv)]s1(t− Tv). (3.3)
Choose
Tv = kT, (k ∈ Z) (3.4)




d(t−Tv) = ysd(t), usd(t−Tv) =
usd(t), and (3.2) is reduced to
ysv(t) = {hyd(t) ∗ ysd(t)− hyd(t) ∗ g(t) ∗ gˆ−1(t) ∗ ysd(t)}s, (3.5)




To implement the proposed VFC scheme shown in Figure 3.1, the process out-
put is monitored all the time. When a periodic behaviour is observed, the VFC
controller is activated: the steady state of the disturbance d is estimated from (3.1)
and v is computed from (3.3) and applied to the system at Tv according to (3.4).
Through some mathematical analysis, the following theorem was obtained in
previous VFC control methodology.
Theorem 1. A stable feedback system remains stable when the virtual feed-
forward control signal v described by (3.3), (3.1) and (3.4) is introduced, and the
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resultant output steady state in response to a periodic disturbance satisfies
ysv(t) = 0, if Gˆ = G,
‖ysv(t)‖ < ‖ysd(t)‖, if |
1−G(jωi)Gˆ(jωi)−1
1 +G(jωi)/K(jωi)
| < 1, i = 1, 2, ....
Note that this control scheme cannot be directly applied into non-minimum
phase system G, whose inverse G−1 will give a divergent response. As such a
divergent response is usually a combination of a steady-state and a transient-state
response, in order to compute the VFC compensating signal, an approximation
must be performed to extract out the steady-state part. Therefore, to avoid doing
the extra work, we reconstruct the VFC controller with Fourier series:
v(t) = {G−1(0)Yd(0) +
∞∑
i=1




C2i cos[ωi(t− Tv) + φ2i]}. (3.6)
Therefore, (3.5) is expanded to its Fourier series:
ysv(t) = Yd(0)H(0) +
∞∑
i=1




Ci|G(jω)||Gˆ−1(jω)||H(jω)| cos[ωi(t− Tv) + φi + ∠G(jω) + ∠Gˆ−1(jω) + ∠H(jω)].
(3.7)
In case of perfect model matching, i.e., g(t) = gˆ(t), there are
G(0)Gˆ−1(0) = 1,
|Gˆ−1(jωi)||G(jωi)| = 1,
∠Gˆ−1(jωi) + ∠G(jωi) = 0.
Hence
ysv(t) = 0.
In case of model mismatch, i.e., g(t) 6= gˆ(t), the output response to disturbance
is
ysd(t) = {yd0 +
∞∑
i=1
Ci cos(ωit+ φi)}s. (3.8)
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By the orthogonality of cos(ωit) and cos(ωit + φi) on the interval t ∈ [0, T ], it
gives






Define F , 1−GGˆ
−1
1+GK
. The system output (3.5) becomes
ysv(t) = F (0) · yd0 +
∞∑
i=1
Ci|F (jωi)| cos(ωit+ φi + ∠F (jωi)).




[F (0) · yd0 +
∞∑
i=1
|F (jωi)| cos(ωit+ φi + ∠F (jωi))]2dt
= F 2(0) · T · d20 +
T
2
C2i · |F (jωi)|2. (3.11)
Furthermore, if
|F (jωi)| < 1, i = 1, 2, ..., (3.12)
it follows from (15) that
‖ysv(t)‖ < ‖ysd(t)‖. (3.13)
Obviously, theorem 1 holds true in our modified VFC control scheme.
Some appealing features and practical issues in implementation of the proposed
method will be discussed in the following.
Specific Harmonics Cancellation In practice, the spectrum of noise sig-
nal d usually can be detected on the process output. Therefore, with the proposed
scheme, it is possible to compensate for the disturbance in the corresponding fre-
quency range. For instance, according to a noise spectrum, in which the noise
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signal has large amplitudes in the frequency range from ω1 to ω2, we can deliber-
ately set the bandpass filters in VFC controller to the same frequency range, i.e.,
the compensating signal




consists of the specific n −m harmonic terms. In such a case, the main effect of
the disturbance will be eliminated from the process output.
Non-minimum Phase System Compared with previous VFC, another
major advantage of our proposed method is that the modified VFC control can be
used into non-minimum phase processes directly. As we all know, if a system G is
non-minimum phase, G−1 will give a divergent frequency response. Consequently
the compensation signal v could hardly be computed. As the divergent response
is the combination of a transient state response and a steady state response, in
the previous VFC control scheme, an approximation of extracting out the steady-
state part is employed to compute the VFC compensating signal. However, using
Fourier series approximation of the G−1, the modified VFC control signal v can be
applied to non-minimum phase processes without having to do any extra work.
Numerical Integration Having obtained the sampled value of dˆ(t), numer-
ical integration is needed to find out dˆ0, Ci and φˆi in the Fourier series to compute
the v(t). Numerical integration methods are obtained by approximating the inte-
grator f by functions that can be easily integrated. For high accuracy, Simpson’s
method is used in the simulation examples.
Sampling Period The system output is constantly being monitored to de-
tect periodic behaviors. Consider the estimated disturbance




which has the fundamental frequency of f and n harmonics. Therefore the signal
bandwidth isW = n×f . According to sampling theorem, if we wish to completely
recover the disturbance signal, the sampling rate has to be at least 2W = 2×n×f ,
or sampling period of 1
2×n×f
.
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Equivalent Disturbances The VFC method is designed to reject periodic
load disturbance in the process control. However, in practice, we might not know
exactly where the disturbance comes from. In a linear time-invariant (LTI) ca-
sual system, a disturbance injected anywhere can be alternately represented by an
equivalent load disturbance, i.e.,
dˆ = Gdd = Y −Gu,
equivalently,
d = G−1d (Y −Gu).
If Gd is available or can be well modelled, VFC controller can be set to
v(t) = [g−1d (t− Tv) ∗ g−1(t− Tv) ∗ dˆ(t− Tv)]s1(t− Tv)
such that it will give a fast compensation for the disturbance.
3.3 Extension to MIMO Systems
Consider a m by m process:

































Wm1(s) · · · Wmm(s)










Gm1(s) · · · Gmm(s)


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Km1(s) · · · Kmm(s)

 .
At t = 0, the VFC controller has not been activated yet (v = 0), and Yd =
WD +GUd, or
D = W−1(Yd −GUd), (3.15)
where the subscript d indicates the signals’ response to disturbance. Note that
Yd(t) and Ud(t) as well as their steady states Y
s
d (t) and U
s
d(t) are available. In the
time domain, (3.15) becomes
d(t) = (w−1 ∗ yd)(t)− (w−1 ∗ g ∗ ud)(t). (3.16)
As the actual process transfer function g is usually not available, again the
plant model gˆ has to be used to estimate d(t), i.e.,
dˆ(t) = (w−1 ∗ yd)(t)− (w−1 ∗ gˆ ∗ ud)(t); (3.17)
or in the s-domain,
Dˆ =W−1Yd −W−1GˆUd. (3.18)
Note that d(t) and dˆ(t) have the periodic steady state ds(t) and dˆs(t) respec-
tively, since yd(t) and ud(t) are so and G is stable. Now suppose that the VFC
controller v(t) is activated at t = Tv. Since the initial conditions of the system at
t = Tv are non-zero, we have to apply the Laplace transform at t = 0 to get
Yv = (I +GK)
−1WD − (I +GK)−1GV, (3.19)
To eliminate the effect of disturbance, the VFC control signal
V (s) = G−1(s)W (s)D(s)
is required to compensate for the disturbance.
We set the virtual feedforward control signal as
v(t) = [gˆ−1(t− Tv) ∗ w(t− Tv) ∗ dˆ(t− Tv)]s1(t− Tv), (3.20)
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or equivalently in the s-domain as
V (s) = [Gˆ−1(s)W (s)Dˆ(s)]se−sTv . (3.21)
Substituting (3.21) into (3.19), it gives
Yv = (I +GK)
−1WD − (I +GK)−1G(Gˆ−1WDˆ)se−sTv .
It follows from (3.15) and (3.18) that
Y sv = [((I +GK)
−1WD)s − (I +GK)−1G(Gˆ−1WDˆ)se−sTv ]s
= [(I +GK)−1WDs − (I +GK)−1G(Gˆ−1WDˆs)se−sTv ]s
= {(I +GK)−1[Y sd − (GUd)s]− (I +GK)−1G(Gˆ−1Y sd )se−sTv
+ (I +GK)−1G[Gˆ−1(GˆUd)
s]se−sTv}s
= [(I +GK)−1Y sd − (I +GK)−1(GUd)s
− (I +GK)−1G(Gˆ−1Y sd )se−sTv + (I +GK)−1GU sde−sTv ]s. (3.22)
DefineHY D , (I+GK)
−1, and its impulse response as hyd. In the time domain,
(3.22) is equivalent to
ysv(t) = [hyd(t) ∗ ysd(t)− hyd(t) ∗ (g ∗ ud)s(t)
− hyd(t) ∗ g(t) ∗ (gˆ−1 ∗ ysd)s(t− Tv) + hyd(t) ∗ g(t) ∗ usd(t− Tv)]s
= {hyd(t) ∗ [ysd(t)− g(t) ∗ gˆ−1(t) ∗ ysd(t− Tv)]}s
− {hyd(t) ∗ g(t) ∗ [usd(t)− usd(t− Tv)]}s. (3.23)
Note that in the above equation, hyd, g, are matrixes, and yv, yd, ud are vectors.
Thus we define
Mmatrix ∗ Vvector =










Tv = kT, (3.25)
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where T is the period of D(t), Y sd (t), and U
s
d(t), k is an integer, we have
ysd(t− Tv) = ysd(t),
usd(t− Tv) = usd(t).
Thus, (3.23) is reduced to
ysv(t) = {hyd(t) ∗ [I − g(t) ∗ gˆ−1(t)] ∗ ysd(t)}s. (3.26)
In case of perfect model matching, i.e., g(t) = gˆ(t),
ysv(t) = 0.
In case of model mismatch, i.e., g(t) 6= gˆ(t), define F , hyd(t)∗[I−g(t)∗gˆ−1(t)],


































yvi(t) = fi1(t) ∗ yd1(t) + fi2(t) ∗ yd2(t) + · · ·+ fim(t) ∗ ydm(t). (3.27)




(f11 ∗ yd1 + f12 ∗ yd2 + . . .+ f1m ∗ ydm)2dt
+ (f21 ∗ yd1 + f22 ∗ yd2 + . . .+ f2m ∗ ydm)2dt








(fi1 ∗ yd1 + fi2 ∗ yd2 + . . .+ fim ∗ ydm)2dt]
1
2 , (3.28)
in which the Fourier series expansion of ysdi(t) is expressed as
ysdi(t) = ydi0 +
∞∑
i=1
Ci cos(ωit+ φi), ωi = 2pii/T.
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[(f1j ∗ ydj)2 + (f2j ∗ ydj)2 + . . .+ (fmj ∗ ydj)2]dt. (3.30)















Cj2F2j(2ωi) cos(ω2j t+ φ2j + ∠F2j(jω2))]




CjmFmj(mωi) cos(ωmj t+ φmj + ∠Fmj(jωm))]
2}dt.
(3.31)































F 2ij(jω)| < 1, j = 1, 2, · · · ,m, (3.33)
it follows from (3.32) that
‖ysv(t)‖ ≤‖ysd(t)‖.
Theorem 2. A stable multivariable feedback system remains stable when the
virtual feedforward control vector signal V described by (3.20), (3.17) and (3.25)
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is introduced, and the resultant output steady state in response to a periodic
disturbance satisfies
ysv(t) = 0, if Gˆ = G,




2| < 1, j = 1, 2, · · · ,m,
where F = (I +GK)−1 ∗ [I −G ∗ Gˆ−1].
Note that in multivairbale VFC control, the inverse of the process G, which is
needed to compute VFC vector signal v(t), is usually highly complicated and not
realizable. We can apply the model reduction to G−1(jω) to get its approximation
G˜(s) in the form of
g˜ij(s) = g˜ij0(s)e
−τijs,
where g˜ij0(s) is a proper rational function. Some terms e
−τijs may happen to be
pure predictors, but by choosing the Tv = kT with a suitable k, we can always
make all −τij negative, leading to realizable time delays terms e−τijs.
3.4 Simulation
To judge the effectiveness of the proposed strategy, in this section our modified
VFC is applied to different scenarios.





with a PID controller (Zhuang and Atherton, 1993) given by




A external disturbance signal is introduced at t = 0:
d(t) = sin(0.1t) + 0.5 sin(0.2t) + 0.3 sin(0.3t) + 0.1 sin(0.4t), (3.36)
which has the period T = 2pi
0.1
≈ 62.83s. The process output y is monitored until
the periodic response is detected and computed from (3.6). v(t) is then applied at
Tv = 3T ≈ 188.5s to meet (3.4).
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Figure 3.2. VFC for G(s) = e
−4s
(10s+1)(2s+1)
in perfect model match
In case of perfect model match, i.e. Gˆ = G, the resultant response is illustrated
in Figure 3.2. The disturbance is shown in the first plot while the process response
under disturbance is exhibited in the second plot. The dashed line indicates origi-
nal process output; the solid line describes the proposed VFC scheme with Fourier
series approximation. Clearly, the proposed scheme works very well and effectively.
Furthermore, as stated in the theorem, the output from the proposed control ap-
proached zero asymptotically. However, such a property is only guaranteed when
v is activated at Tv to meet (3.4).
The result of previous VFC control (Wang et al., 2002) is shown is Figure 3.3.
It is obvious that for the periodic disturbances of finite harmonic, our proposed
method achieves the same control effect as the former work.
In practice, there is no guarantee that the model would be perfectly matched
with the process. In this example, suppose that the process is identified as Gˆ =
1.03e−5.47s
11.41s+1
(Bi et al., 1999). Under VFC control, the system output is shown in
Figure 3.4. The robustness of VFC scheme is demonstrated when dealing with
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The virtual feedforward controller is plug-in module independent of the process
controller design, and the steady state output approaches zero provided that the
condition of Theorem 1 is satisfied. However, the output transient behavior in-
evitably relies on the controller parameters. To demonstrate the controller effect,
a different controller setting is used. Choose the PI controller




The modified process controller will deliver different output responses as de-
picted in Figure 3.5. The PI controller gives relatively slow response. However,
both cases track the set point asymptotically with the VFC controller.
However, note that the disturbance signal d(t) = sin(0.1t) + 0.5 sin(0.2t) +
0.3 sin(0.3t) + 0.1 sin(0.4t) has only 4 harmonic terms. But we may encounter rich
harmonic disturbance signals in practice. Suppose the disturbance is changed to
D(s) = (1/(15s+ 1))W (s), (3.37)
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−1, if − T < t < 0,
1, if 0 < t < T.
Let the Fourier series approximation of the disturbance be truncated into 5,
20 terms respectively to compute v(t), the system output under VFC control is
illustrated in Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7 respectively, without model mismatch.
Under model mismatch, the system performance is illustrated in Figure 3.8.
Suppose the situation of disturbance changing is encountered, so that adap-
tation is needed. The periodic disturbance is estimated from (3.1) as dˆ(t) =
yd(t)− (gˆ∗ud)(t). When VFC is activated, the disturbance should be compensated
after estimation time Tv1. If the disturbance changes from d1(t) to d2(t), then
the estimation of (3.1) will have to be performed again to compute another VFC
control signal in (3.3). The changed disturbance should be attenuated after the
second estimation time Tv2.
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—— K(s) = 2.0260 + 0.2631
s
+ 4.9727s; - - -K(s) = 2.0260 + 0.2631
s
Also, measurement noise could be present in practice and its level may be





To demonstrate the robustness of the proposed method, the process is again tested
under a noise level with NSR ≈ 20% with adaptation scheme for the above sce-
nario. The responses are shown in Figure 3.9.




(5s+ 1)(s+ 1)(0.2s+ 1)(0.5s+ 1)
, (3.38)
with the robust PID controller given by Huang and Wang (2001)




The inverse of the plantG−1 is improper and noncausal, thus cannot be realized.
However, using Fourier series expansion, we still be able to extract the frequency
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Figure 3.6. VFC for G(s) = e
−4s
(10s+1)(2s+1)
employing 5 Fourier harmonic terms




















Figure 3.7. VFC for G(s) = e
−4s
(10s+1)(2s+1)
employing 20 Fourier harmonic terms
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(10 Fourier harmonic terms employed)
response from such a function, with respect of the spectrum of noise signal. In
case of perfect model match, Gˆ = G, the disturbance signal described in (3.37) is
introduced at t = 0. Again, the VFC compensate signal is activated at Tv = 3T ≈
188.5s. The output is illustrated in Figure 4.3.
In the second plot, the dotted line indicates the output y under disturbance
without VFC control. In Figure 3.10, only 5 harmonic terms are used to estimate
the rich-in-harmonic disturbance signal. For better performance, we can employ
more terms in Fourier series approximation, i.e. if 20 Fourier terms are used, the
control result is apparently improved. The comparison is shown in Figure 3.11.
Example 3. To apply the proposed VFC to multivariable systems, consider the
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Figure 3.9. VFC with adaptation
(a)Noise signal (b) without model mismatch, with adaptation
(c) without model mismatch, with adaptation, NSR =20%
with the PI controller given by Luyben (1986) is
K(s) =

0.375(1 + 18.29s) 0





The disturbance d(t) = sin(0.1t) + 0.5 sin(0.2t) + 0.3 sin(0.3t) + 0.1 sin(0.4t) is
added to both outputs of the system at t = 0. VFC controller is activated at
Tv = 3T ≈ 188.5s and the system output 1 and 2 are shown in Figure 3.12, where
the dotted lines indicate original response without VFC. It is observed that the
output responses approach zero asymptotically. The effectiveness of VFC method
in MIMO system is also verified.
Again, let us change the disturbance signal to
D(s) = (1/(15s+ 1))W (s),
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−1, if − T < t < 0,
1, if 0 < t < T,
to explore the ability of VFC scheme in dealing with high order harmonic distur-
bances in multivariable systems. The system responses using 5 Fourier series terms
to approximate the disturbance signal is illustrated in Figure 3.13.
The system responses of the MIMO system are similar as the SISO system
responses. The steady state errors of both outputs are reducing when more Fourier
series terms are employed. In Figure 3.14, the control performance is shown when
VFC uses 20 Fourier series terms to approximate the disturbance signal.
3.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we proposed a modified virtual feedforward control for measur-
able periodic disturbance rejection, in which the previous VFC scheme has been
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Figure 3.11. VFC control in example 2 employing 5 and 20
Fourier harmonic terms respectively





















Figure 3.12. Multivariable VFC control in example 3
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Figure 3.13. Multivariable VFC control with 5 Fourier harmonic terms





















Figure 3.14. Multivariable VFC control with 20 Fourier harmonic terms
improved for application to non-minimum phase systems and extended to MIMO
systems. The employment of Fourier series approximation enables VFC to be
implemented in relatively simple structure, yet with good control effects.
Chapter 4




In certain scenarios, the periodic disturbance could be only partially measurable,
i.e., its period can be observed from the perturbed system output, but the other
information may not be readily available. Given such a circumstance, virtual
feedforward control or internal model principle is no longer workable to reject
the disturbance, since it requires both the plant model and the full disturbance
model. However, the well-known Smith predictor feedback control structure can
be modified to reject such kind of periodic disturbances in time-delayed processes.
In our proposed Smith predictor control system, periodic disturbance can be
attenuated asymptotically, provided that plant time delay and the frequency of
the disturbance can be detected. Meanwhile its setpoint response and disturbance
rejection for normal disturbance remains the same as the best results achieved
by the modified Smith predictor controllers so far. Since the proposed method
requires the plant inverse, special implementation strategy dealing with processes
with right half plane (RHP) zero is addressed. Moreover, internal stability of the
61
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proposed modified Smith control structure will be analyzed, which indicates that
the proposed method can be implemented in both stable and unstable processes.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: the modified Smith predictor
control scheme is proposed in section 2; controller design for stable processes is
discussed in section 3 and those for unstable processes will be addressed in section
4; internal stability is analyzed in section 5; the control performance is shown by






















Figure 4.1. Modified Smith predictor control system
4.2 Proposed Scheme
The structure of the modified Smith predictor control system is depicted in Figure
4.1, where G0e
−Ls is the time-delayed process, Gˆ0e
−Lˆs is the model of the process, d
is the periodic disturbance of period Td. Three controllers are designed for different
objectives: Gc1 is the primary controller for setpoint response; Gc2 on the inner




−hs is provided in particular to reject a periodic disturbance d. Gc4
is designed to stabilize an unstable process or integrating process. Note that the
standard Smith predictor is obtain by setting Gc2 = Gc4 = 0 and Gc3 = 1.
Suppose the model used perfectly matches the plant dynamics, i.e., G0 = Gˆ0
and e−Ls = e−Lˆs. Hence, the input-output transfer function in the proposed control
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system is














−Ls[1 + (Gc1(s) +Gc4(s))Gˆ0(s)−Gc1(s)Gc3(s)Gˆ0(s)e−Lˆs)]
[1 + (Gc1(s) +Gc4(s))Gˆ0(s)][1 +Gc2(s)Gc3(s)G0(s)e−Ls]
.
By the merit of Smith predictor scheme, the denominator of Hr(s) is now delay
free. Thus controller design for setpoint tracking has been much more easily, i.e.,
Gc1(s) and Gc4(s) can be designed for pole placement of the delay-free G0. With
regards to both setpoint and disturbance channels, the overall system is stabilizable
if and only if the process G = G0e
−Ls is stabilizable. For a general unstable process
with time delay, readers may refer to (Bonnet and Partington, 1999) for choice of





. The design of G
′
c3(s)
thus can be concentrated to reject the periodic disturbance.
Before starting the design procedure, some preliminary results are given first.
It is well known that the steady state of the output y(t) of a stable system G
in response to a periodic input x(t) is periodic with the same period as that of
the input. With the standard convolution operation ∗, the response of a stable
system Y = G2G1X can be written as y(t) = g2(t) ∗ g1(t) ∗ x(t), where g1(t)
and g2(t) are impulse responses of G1 and G2, respectively. For simplicity, denote
g2(t) ∗ g1(t) ∗ x(t) by (g2 ∗ g1 ∗ x)(t). For a signal f(t) with a periodic steady
state, let its steady state be f s(t), and the corresponding Laplace transform be
F s(s) = L{f s(t)}.
Lemma 4.1. Under a periodic input x(t), the output steady state of the system
Y = G2G1X with stable G2 and G1 satisfies
(g2 ∗ g1 ∗ x)s(t) = [g2 ∗ (g1 ∗ x)s]s(t),
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and for any τ ,
ys(t− τ) , (g2 ∗ g1 ∗ x)s(t− τ) = {g2(t) ∗ [g1(t) ∗ x(t− τ)]s)}s;




For the proof of this lemma, please refer to (Cartwright, 1990).
Therefore, it follows from (4) that
Yd =
G0(s)e
−Ls[1 + (Gc1(s) +Gc4(s))Gˆ0(s)−Gc1(s)Gc3(s)Gˆ0(s)e−Lˆs)]
[1 + (Gc1(s) +Gc4(s))Gˆ0(s)][1 +Gc2(s)Gc3(s)G0(s)e−Ls]
D. (4.1)
Note that Gc3 = G
′
c3(s)e
−hs. Hence equation (4.1) becomes
Yd =
G0(s)e
−Ls[1 + (Gc1(s) +Gc4(s))Gˆ0(s)−Gc1(s)G′c3(s)e−hsGˆ0(s)e−Lˆs)]






In time domain, according to the lemma above, there is
yd(t) =
g0(t) ∗ (t− L) ∗ [1 + (gc1(t) + gc4(t)) ∗ gˆ0(t)− gc1(t) ∗ g′c3(t) ∗ (t− h) ∗ g0(t) ∗ 1(t− Lˆ))] ∗ d(t)
[1 + (gc1(t) + gc4(t)) ∗ gˆ0(t)] ∗ [1 + gc2(t) ∗ g′c3(t) ∗ (t− h) ∗ g0(t) ∗ 1(t− L)]
=
g0(t) ∗ (t− L) ∗ [d(t) + (gc1(t) + gc4(t)) ∗ gˆ0(t) ∗ d(t)− gc1(t) ∗ g′c3(t) ∗ g0(t) ∗ d(t− h− Lˆ))]
[1 + (gc1(t) + gc4(t)) ∗ gˆ0(t)] ∗ [1 + gc2(t) ∗ g′c3(t) ∗ (t− h) ∗ g0(t) ∗ 1(t− L)]
.
(4.3)
Obviously, under the periodic disturbance d(t) of period Td, the steady state of
the system output will unavoidably have a non-zero steady error.
However, if we set h to satisfy the condition
Lˆ+ h = kTd, (4.4)
where k is the smallest integer making h ≥ 0. Therefore, it follows that
d(t) = d(t− kTd) = d(t− h− Lˆ). (4.5)
Thus, the numerator of (4.3) becomes
g0(t) ∗ [d(t) + (gc1(t) + gc4(t)) ∗ g0(t) ∗ d(t)− gc1(t) ∗ g′c3(t) ∗ g0(t) ∗ d(t)]
= g0(t) ∗ [1 + (gc1(t) + gc4(t)) ∗ g0(t)− gc1(t) ∗ g′c3(t) ∗ g0(t)]d(t) (4.6)
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If the controller G
′







equation (4.6) will equal to zero.
Hence, the effect of periodic disturbance will be eliminated completely with the
controller in (4.7), if the condition L+ hˆ = kTd is satisfied. However, if the system
delay L happens to equal kTd, no time delay will be needed on the feedback loop,
i.e., h = 0.
With the controller Gc3 designed to reject the periodic disturbance, we will
go on to develop a systematic tuning formula to find the cooperating controller
settings for Gc1, Gc2, Gc4 in this section.
4.3 Controller Design for Stable Processes
For stable processes, the inner stabilizing loop is no longer needed, i.e., Gc2 = Gc4 =
0. The control configuration is reduced to the original Smith predictor structure
with an additional controller Gc3. It is well know that most industrial processes
can be adequately approximated by a first- or second-order stable process with






where q = 1 or 2. With the model available, the primary controller Gc1 is then
designed to complete the Smith predictor, while Gc3 to rejection the periodic dis-
turbances. All these elements of auto-tuner will be described step by step in details
in the following






we choose the primary controller in PI form:
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Theoretically the Smith predictor structure removes the dead time from the


















Thus controller Gc1 for setpoint tracking can be designed based on the delay





Letting Ti = T , from (4.11), the closed-loop transfer function for setpoint










where λ > 0 is the adjustable closed-loop design parameter. Typically the value
of λ is is chosen approximately equal to the time constant of G(s), i.e., λ ≈ T .
This is because that the Smith predictor control is usually used for stable plants
whose time delay is greater than the time constant, and that accelerate the closed-
loop response faster than the open-loop normally results in overshoot. Therefore,
a higher value of λ makes the system response sluggish but more robust, while
a lower value of λ speeds up the system response at the risk of instability in the
presence of uncertainty. In nominal case, i.e., the model used perfectly matches
the process, the magnitude of the initial control effort is inversely proportional to
λ.
From equation (4.14), to have the desired closed-loop time constant, the PI
setting of Gc1 is given as:
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s2 + 2ξω0 + ω20
. (4.21)
where ω0 and ξ are the natural frequency and damping ratio of the desired closed-
loop response, respectively. A simple solution is given by Hang et al. (1995) as:





The only user-specified parameter is thus the damping factor, which is normally
chosen in the range of 0.5− 1.
Similar to the first order modelling case, with Gc1 available, the filtered com-
pensator G
′
c3 can be obtained from (4.7).
However, we noticed that if the process, whether stable or not, is composed of
RHP zeros, the part of 1/G0(s)Gc1(s) in (4.7) will give a divergent response. Thus,
the controller G
′
c3 will be unstable and not realizable.




c3 = 1 + (G0Gc1)
−1 (4.24)
without implementing the full inverse of G0Gc1.
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The Fourier series expansion of the (4.24) is employed according to the spectrum











Ci|G−1c1 (jω)| cos[ωit+ φi + ∠G−1c1 (jω)]. (4.25)
Therefore, the disturbances with finite spectrum can be completely eliminated,
while those with infinite spectrum can be compensated for its main effect partially.
Therefore, the proposed scheme is ready for application in both minimum phase
(MP) and non-minimum phase (NMP) stable systems.
4.4 Controller Design for Unstable Processes
In this section, we will go on to extend auto-tuning rules for application of the
proposed scheme in unstable processes. As the controller design for unstable pro-
cesses is inherently more complicated than those for stable ones, all four controllers
Gc1,Gc2,Gc3,Gc4 in Figure 4.1 will be used in the design for unstable processes.






We choose Gc4 = Kf on the inner loop as a proportional controller and the
primary controller Gc1 = Kp(1 +
1
Tis
) still in PI form. Therefore, by setting Ti =









where λ is the closed-loop design parameter. A tuning rule is suggested by Majhi













where λ is suggested to be chosen in the range of 1 < λ < 5 for robustness.
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A controller Ks = Gc2G
′
c3 is necessary for satisfactory disturbance rejection as





According to Matausek and Micic (1996), Ks is computed to satisfy the opti-
mum phase margin criterion (θm = 60
o)
Ks(s) = Kd =












































Ts− 1 . (4.36)
Two main controllers Gc1 = Kp(1 +
1
Tis
) and Gc2 = Kf (1 + Tfs) are chosen
in PI and PD forms respectively. Similar to the procedure before, by setting









where λ is the closed-loop design parameter to be specified. Letting KKp = 1,
gives Ti = λ. Note that Ti = T +2Tf . Therefore, the controller settings of Gc1 and
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The value of λ, the closed-loop time constant, can be specified by the user





Again a stabilizing controller Ks(s) = Gc2(s)G
′
c3(s) will be used in the inner







For the first order unstable process with time delay, DePaor and O’Malley
(1989)’s method would be adequate by suggesting a proportional controller based
on optimum phase margin:








































KKfTiTfs2 + (KKfTi +KKpTi + TiT )s+KKp − Ti .
(4.47)
The controller design procedure is thus completed and ready for application in
both stable and unstable processes with time delay.
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4.5 Internal Stability
Since internal stability is the prerequisite for any control system, we will be using
the internal stability criterion for SISO systems developed by Wang et al. (1999)
to check whether the proposed control structure is internally stable or not.
It is stated in (Doyle et al., 1992) that a linear time-invariant system is inter-
nally stable if and only if all transfer functions between any two points of system
are stable. A block diagram analysis should be used to obtain all these transfer
functions. However, if the system consists of only SISO plants, the signal flow
graph introduced by Mason (1956) is the systematic and effective tool for repre-
senting such a system. A signal flow graph consists of nodes and directed branches.
A node performs the functions of adding all incoming signals and then transmission
of it to all outgoing branches. A branch connected between two nodes acts as a
one-way signal multiplier and the multiplication factor is the transfer function of
the corresponding plant. A loop is a closed path that starts at a node and ends at
the same node. We say that a signal goes through a loop if and only if it passes
through all nodes and branches in the loop once. If two loops have neither com-
mon nodes nor branches, then they are said to be non-touched. The loop gain for a
loop is the product of gains of all transfer functions of the plants in the loop is the
product of all transfer functions of the plants in the loop. The Mason’s formula is











F3k + · · · (4.48)
where F1i are the loop gains, F2j are the products of two non-touching loop gains,
and F3k are products of three non-touching loop gains · · ·.
If a linear time-invariant (LTI) interconnected system consists of n plants and
each of them is of SISO, then such a system is here called the system with scalar
signals because all the signals in the system are scalar. Let n plants be, respectively,
described by transfer funcions gi(s), i = 1, 2, · · ·, n, and pi(s) be the characteristic
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Theorem 1: A linear time-invariant (LTI) interconnected system with scalar
signals is internally stable if and only if all the roots of pc(s) in equation (4.49) are
in the open left half of the complex plane.
To apply this theorem, we find that the system in Figure 4.1 is comprised of
six subsystems:
Gc1(s), Gc2(s), Gc3(s), Gc4(s), Gˆ0(s), e
−Lˆs and G0e
−Ls.
Let G0(s) = a(s)/b(s), Gˆ0(s) = aˆ(s)/bˆ(s), Gc1(s) = c(s)/d(s), Gc2(s) =
e(s)/f(s), Gc3(s) = g(s)/h(s) and Gc4(s) = i(s)/j(s) be coprime polynomial frac-
tions.
Their pi, respectively, are:
p1 = d(s), p2 = f(s), p3 = h(s), p4 = j(s), p5 = bˆ(s), p6 = 1 and p7 = b(s).







where L1 and L2 are non-touching. It follows that the system determinant ∆ is
∆ = 1− L1 − L2 − L3 − L4 − L5 + L1 ∗ L3 + L2 ∗ L3




= [1 +Gc1(s)Gˆ0(s)][1 +Gc2(s)Gc3(s)G0(s)e
−Ls] +Gc1(s)Gc3(s)e
−Ls(G0(s)− Gˆ0(s)).
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In case of perfect model match, i.e., G0(s) = Gˆ(s),







= [1 + (Gc1(s) +Gc4(s))Gˆ0(s)][1 +Gc2(s)Gc3(s)G0(s)e
−Ls]
·d(s) · f(s) · h(s) · j(s) · 1 · bˆ(s) · b(s)
= [d(s)bˆ(s)j(s) + c(s)aˆ(s)j(s) + aˆ(s)d(s)i(s)][f(s)h(s)b(s) + e(s)g(s)a(s)e−Ls].
The polynomial, d(s)bˆ(s)j(s) + c(s)aˆ(s)j(s) + aˆ(s)d(s)i(s), reflects the stabi-
lization of delay-free G0(s) by the controllers Gc1(s) and Gc4(s), which is always
realizable by pole placement. Thus the overall Smith system is stabilizable if and
only if the delayed process G(s) = G0(s)e
−Ls is stabilizable, which would be the
task to find the proper controllers Gc2(s) and Gc3(s) to ensure all the roots of
f(s)h(s)b(s) + e(s)g(s)a(s)e−Ls in the open left half plane.
From the above analysis, it is observed that different from the original Smith
predictor configuration for stable processes, whose characteristic equation is delay
free, all the existing modified Smith predictors (Matausek and Micic (1996), Ma-
jhi and Atherton (1999) and Majhi and Atherton (2000a)) dealing with unstable
processes are delay-dependent.
4.6 Simulations
In this section, simulation examples will be given in different senarios to verify the
effectiveness of our proposed method.









−1, if − T < t < 0,
1, if 0 < t < T,
(4.51)
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with the frequency of 2pi rad/s is injected at time 50 as depicted in Figure 4.1. The
amplitudes of setpoint and disturbance are unity both. From (4.15), (4.16) and
(4.18), the PI controller Gc1 is given as 1+
1
5.414s
and controller Gc3 =
(5.414s+1)e−0.95s
s/N+1
Here h is set as 0.95 to satisfy condition (4.4), while N is set as 100. The control
effect is shown in Figure 4.2 . It can be seen easily that the effect of the periodic
disturbance can be eliminated completely after time L + h in plot A, while the
effect of the periodic disturbance remains in plot B, where Gc3 = 1. In plot C of
Figure 4.2, we can see at if the periodic disturbance is changed to a step one, the
system can still reject it efficiently with the parameters of Gc1 and Gc3 unchanged.


















Figure 4.2. Simulation result of example 1
A:proposed method; B: control effect without Gc3,
C: proposed method for step disturbance rejection





The periodic disturbance in (4.51) comes in at time t = 50. Choosing the closed
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loop design parameter λ = 2, the controller settings of Gc1 and Gc4 are Kp = 0.5,





s2 + 1.5s+ 0.5
0.5s+ 0.5
(4.53)
To make the controller GC3(s) physically realizable in practice, it should be
augmented with a filter such that
Gc3(s) =





where N = 100.
The stabilizing controller Ks is calculated as Kd = 0.105 from (4.32).






s2 + 1.5s+ 1
. (4.55)
The control effect is shown in Figure 4.3.
Example 3 Consider the unstable FOPDT process
G(s) =
4e−2s
4s− 1 . (4.56)
Let the settling time ts = 5.0, from equation (4.38)-(4.41), the controller set-
tings of Gc1 and Gc4 are Kp = 0.25, Ti = 2, Kf = 0.5 and Tf = −1. Since L = kTd,









And the stabilizing controller Ks is calculated as Kd = 0.354 from (4.44).






4s2 + 4s+ 1
. (4.58)
Again, the periodic disturbance in (4.51) with the frequency of 2pi rad/s is
injected at t = 50. The control effect is shown in Figure 4.4 with N set as 100. It
can be seen easily that the effect of the periodic disturbance is almost eliminated
completely.
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Figure 4.3. Simulation result of example 2
A:proposed method; B: control effect without Gc3,
C: proposed method for step disturbance rejection
4.7 Conclusions
The Smith predictor structure is very effective in dead-time compensation for a
process with large time delay. In this chapter, it is modified to be capable of re-
jecting periodic disturbances in both stable and unstable time-delayed processes,
provided that the frequency of disturbance and the plant delay is known. Mean-
while, its setpoint response and normal disturbance rejection remain the same as
the best available existing method. The internal stability of the proposed control
system is analyzed explicitly. Simulation results shows that the proposed modified
Smith system is effective for periodic disturbance rejection.
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Figure 4.4. Simulation result of example 3
A:proposed method; B: control effect without Gc3,




In this thesis, a comparative study for time-delayed unstable process control is con-
ducted and two new controller design methods for periodic disturbance attenuation
are presented. Briefly, the findings are summarized in the following:
A. Comparative Study on Control of Unstable Process with Time
Delay
There have been increasing research activities in the area of unstable process
control in recent years. With so many existing control schemes, there is necessity
to investigate their applicabilities, control effects, robustness and improvement po-
tentials. Therefore, a comparative study is conducted to provide a conspectus
of recently developed methods in terms of various performance specifications. In
addition to the comparison, some nonlinear PID control and linear time-variant
control strategies are supplemented for performance improvement. Simulation re-
sults show that the best achievable control effect of linear PID control method can
be further enhanced by such kind of modifications.
B. Modified Virtual Feedforward Control for Periodic Disturbance
Rejection
A modified virtual feedforward control (VFC) is proposed to reject measurable
78
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periodic disturbances. The proposed VFC control method is relatively easy to be
implemented, especially in non-minimum phase processes, yet the control effect
is almost as good as that of the original scheme. And its application has been
extended from SISO to MIMO cases. The robustness of this control scheme is
analyzed.
C. Modified Smith Predictor Design for Periodic Disturbance Rejec-
tion
A simple yet effective modified Smith predictor control scheme is proposed for
periodic disturbance rejection in time-delayed processes. With the sound setpoint
response, the closed-loop regulation performance could be enhanced significantly
regarding periodic disturbances, if disturbance frequency and system time delay are
known. Internal stability is analyzed explicitly. The effectiveness is demonstrated
by simulations
5.2 Suggestions for Further Work
The thesis has taken the full route from initial ideas, via theoretical developments,
to methodologies that can be applied to practical engineering problems. Several
new results have been obtained but some relevant topics remain open and are
recommended for further work.
A.Auto-tuning of Nonlinear PID Control for Unstable Processes
As reviewed in Chapter 2, many auto-tuning formulas for linear PID controllers
are given for unstable process control. However, there has been no systematic tun-
ing rules proposed for nonlinear PID controllers so far, even for stable process
control. Considering the optimal tuning method (Visioli, 2001), it is possible to
generate the nonlinear PID controller settings for unstable processes via some non-
linear approaches such as genetic algorithm or adaptive neural networks.
B. Feedback Control for Unmeasurable Disturbance Attenuation
In this thesis, two methods were addressed for periodic disturbance rejection.
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However, in practice, most load disturbances are non-periodic. Therefore, it is de-
sirable to design a feedback controller to attenuate the unknown disturbance. For
instance, two possible ways might be attempted to improve the modified Smith
structure in Chapter 4 for step disturbance rejection. One is to construct a dis-
turbance observe by a pure predictor eLs (Huang et al., 1990) at Gc3, therefore
the disturbance could be compensated more quickly. The other feasible method is
to re-deploy the configuration and change the forms of controllers to minimize the
norm of disturbance transfer function Yd in a certain frequency range.
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